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'I'his invention relates »to improvements in 

droppers of the type commonly referred to as 
medicine droppers,` although it will be >under 
stood that droppers in ,accordance with the pres 
ent invention are capable of general‘usage in 
measuring and dispensing liquids other than 
medicines. _ j 

Droppers as usually constructed employ an 
open-ended glass tube formed with a restriction 
at one end and carrying a rubber bulb at the 
other which is manipulated to both ñll the drop 
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per and to expel the liquid therefrom in the ~ 
form of drops. While this form of \ dropper has 
enjoyed 'wide usage, it is nevertheless open Ato 
objection, notably the difficulty in cleaning, Athe 
requirement that a nice kdegree of pressure be 
exerted on the~bulb in dispensing drops there 
from, and the deleterious effect that'bothtime 
and chemicals have on the frubber bulb ̀ used 
therewith. Moreover, shcrtages‘in'essential raw 
materials such as rubber` give ̀ indication that rub- . 
ber. bulbs for droppers will not be readily avail 
able, and make apparent the necessity of de 
veloping a substitute for the rubber bulb or of ' 
providing a functionally effective dropper which ̀ 
does away entirely with the ̀ rubber bulb. ` ` 
The present invention contemplates and' has 

for its principal objects the provision of a novel 
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and improved dropper which" is effective‘in op- ' 
eration, which is soäconstructed `that the re 
quirement of a rubber bulb for` operating: the 
same is dispensed with entirely, and which in 
stead may be manufactured complete from read 
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ily available materials; theprovision of a drop- i 
per which accurately forms and measures each 
drop regardless of the force or pressure applied 
in manipulation; the provision of a dropper 
which may be readily taken apart and cleaned; 
and the provision ofV a dropper which is of rugged 
and substantially non-breakable construction, 
which can be inexpensively >fabricated and as` 
sembled in quantity, and which is unaffected by 
age and the' chemicals with _which it is used. \ ' 
Other objects will be in` part1 obvious and'in 

part hereinafter pointed _out in connection with 
the following analysis of this invention wherein 
is illustrated an embodiment of the `invention 
in detail. ~ » ’ ' 

In the drawing- ' `  “ ß s 

lï’ig.y 1 vis a :front elevation of 
dropper of the present'invention; 

Fig. 2 is a rear elevation .of the dropper illus 
trated in Fig. l; 1 , 

l'ïig; 3 is a section along line 3--3 of Fig. 1; , 
Fig. 4 isa section along lined-_4 of Fig. 1. 

the improved Y 

In .the drawing, wherein like characters ̀ desig 
nate like parts throughout the several views, the 
improved dropper is shown as constituted by two 
elongated» half-sections `lll and i2 which are 
hingedly related by a‘hinge pin I4, of which the 
section Ylll will be referred toas the front sec 
tion and the section l2 as the rear section. Each 
section is provided with a dat, outwardly con 
vexed handle or grip portion, >the grip` portion 
|2a of the under section terminating in a for-r 
wardly extending tongue lZb of depth corre-v 
sponding to thethickness of the end of the upper 
grip portiony lila ot the front section. The upper 
terminal edge lob of the frontsection is normal 
ly spaced slightly from the under lacel of~ the 
tongue, but when iinger pressure is exerted .on 
the ygrip-portions the handle portion lila elon 
gates slightly whereupon its top` edge engages 
against the tongue which thereupon acts as a 
stop and limits the degreev of finger pressure 
which can be exerted. , v 

' Somewhat below its grip portion the rear sec 
tion is provided with forwardly extending hinge 
ears I2C spaced to receive a mating ear Ille 
formed on thefront section and extending‘rear 
wardly thereof. The hinge pin I4 projects 
through said ears and thus hingedly connects 
the, sections. ~ ' 

Below the `hinge ear each section is formed 
with anelongated semi-cylindrical portion, the' 
elongated portion 52d of the rear` section oppos 
ing the like portion Mld of the front section. 
Thus the elongated portions lild, |2d comple 
ment eachother to provide an elongated tubular 
reservoir of, small diameter for the liquid to be 
dispensed which will hereinafter be termed the 
reservoir portion.' f ; ' i 

‘ The lower endl of each semi-cylindrical portionv 
connects with a semi-spherical portion of radius 
substantially greater than the radius of the semi 
cylindrical portions.'1 Like thelatter portions, the ‘ 
semi-,spherical Yportions designatedV ille and l2e 

' are oppositely'disposed as shown and thus corn 

‘extending discharge spout 

bine to providea hollow sphere constituting the 
lowery end ̀of vthe reservoir and functioning as the 
drop regulating portion of the device as will here 
inafter appear. ‘ ' 

'Carried at the 'lower end of the semi-spherical 
portion I 2e of the rear section` is a downwardly 

|2'fv which has rela 
tively short length and is preferably semi 
circular in section. The semi-spherical portion 
Ille of the" front section carries va downwardly ‘ 
extending tongue lily which as shown’may ex 
ltend at an angle of approximately 45° to the VVer 
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tical and has a contour such that it ñts in the 
spout lZf and functions as a valve normally clos 
ing communication between the spherical drop 
regulating portion and the discharge spout or 
nozzle. 

Preferably the sections are each fabricated 
complete from any approved plastic material 
which is readily available and 
or cap-able of being worked in a die. `Transparent 
or glass-like plastic materials are entirely 
adaptable for this use and, by 
transparency thereof, the use of such materials 
is recommended. Alternatively, the sections can 

' be stamped or die-formed from one of the avail 
able metals, preferably a metal of a springyv or. 
ñexible nature, the metal finish of which may 
be retained; or the metal sections may, either 
prior to or after assembly, 
thereupon baked or heat-treated. In either case 
the selected material should be such that the sec- ~` 
tions are flexible to the extent that when as 
sembled and linger` pressure is applied to one or 
both of the handle grip portions thereof, the 
spout and valve end of the sections have relative 
separating movement as indicated in dotted lines 
in Fig. 3 and that release of such finger pressure 
causes the sections to close in automatic man 
ner. To add to the flexibility of the grip por» 
tions of the device the same are preferably pro 
vided With punched openings, of which the open 
ing lilh. of the front section may 
diameter than the opening |2h. of the rear sec 
tion. This difference in dimensioning of the 
openings is also useful in enabling the user to 
distinguish between the front and rear of the 
dropper. 
In use, the dropper is immersed in the liquid 

and, being open at its upper end, the liquid rises 
to the level of the liquid in the container from 
which it is taken. When withdrawn from the 
container the liquid is held by capillary attrac 
tion in the reservoir and dropper regulating 
portions of the device. To measure and dispense 
a drop, slight ñnger pressure is exerted on the 
handle portion thereof, causing the spout and 
valve ends of the sections to open sufficiently 
that the pressure of the column of the liquid in 
the reservoir portion causes enough liquid as will 
form a drop to escape under the valve and to 
flow down to the extreme end of the spout por 
tion.` Release of finger pressure on the grip 
portion causes the valve to again seat in the 
spout portion, thus to cut off the drop from the 
liquid column, whereupon the sci-formed drop 
falls from the end of the spout portion'under 
its own weight. Repeat operations as aforesaid 
may be carried on, each resulting in the forma 
tion and dispensing of a drop, until the liquid col 
umn is exhausted. 
In the aforesaid operation, the spherical drop 

regulating port-ion constituted by the spherical 
half sections Iûe, |2e serves not only in holding 
by capillary action a portion of the liquid col 
umn, but, by rea-son of its relatively great volume 
which is substantially larger than that of a drop 
of liquid, permits the drop to form and release 
itself from the liquid column when the equi 
librium between the capillary holding action and 
the pressure of the liquid column is disturbed as 
by opening the valve lûg. Upon release of a drop 
from the liquideontained in the spherical por 
tion, a very small quantity of the liquid remains 
therein, but upon closing the valve the liquid 
column lowers‘ïinto the spherical portion the 
amount of the released drop. 

which ̀is moldable i 

be enamelled and ̀ 

be of smaller 
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' is provided. 
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By suitable calibration, the reservoir portion 

of the dropper can be preformed to hold a pre 
determined volume of liquid corresponding to a 
certain number of drops thereof. By molding 
the sections from one of the suggested plastic 
materials, extreme accuracy of liquid volume is 
obtained. To indicate the capacity of the reser 
voir in terms of drops contained therein, suitable 
markings indicated in Fig. 1 may beapplied to 
the outer surface of one or both sections, prefer 
ably the front section IIJ. By fabricating the 
section from transparent plastic, the quantity of 
liquid held in the liquid column can be deter 
mined visually by reference to such markings. 
Manipulation of the dropper as aforesaid re 

sults in the formation of drops which are equal 
in size and volume, account being taken of the 
viscosity of the liquid being dispensed and its 
specific gravity. It will also be self-evident that 
a dropper in accordance with the present inven 
tion provides greater uniformity of drop and 
greater accuracy as to the amount of liquid dis 
pensed than droppers operated by a rubber bulb 
filled with air because in the latter case the size 
of the drop and the number of drops is a function 
of the pressure exerted on the bulb. With a 
dropper of the present invention, the drop forms 
irrespective of the degree >of pressure exerted by 
the user, there being no provision for increasing 
this pressure or for accelerating the formation 
of the drops as by increased pressure. 
From the foregoing analysis of the invention, 

it will be seenthat a functionally effective drop 
per eliminating the requirement of a rubber bulb 

Such a dropper may readily be 
taken apart and cleaned, is unbreakable, and, 
in view of its simplicity of construction, lends it 
self admirably to economic, accurate production. 
As many changes could be made in carrying 

out the above constructions without departing 
from the scope of the invention, it is intended 
that all matter contained in the above descrip 
tion or shown in the accompanying drawing shall 
be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limit 

1 ing sense. 

I claim: ` ` 

1. A' liquid dropper of the class described com 
prising two elongated half-sections cooperatively 
related to form a small diameter, generally tubu 
ïlar reservoir adapted to hold by capillary attrac 
tion a column of the liquid to be dispensed, a 
handle portion at one'end >of the reservoir, nor 
mally closed discharge means at the other end of 
the reservoir, and means whereby pressure ex. 
erted on the handle portion effects operation of 
said discharge means'to release and discharge a 
.single drop of the liquid contained in the 
reservoir. 

2. A liquid dropper of the class described com 
prising two elongated half-sections cooperatively 
related to form a small diameter, generally tubu 
lar reservoir adapted to hold by capillary at 
traction a column of the liquid to be dispensed, 
a handle portion at one end of the reservoir, nor 
mally closed discharge means at the other end 
of the reservoir, said discharge means including 
a discharge spout on one section and a valve on 
the other section normally cutting off communi 
cation between said reservoir and the spout, and 
fmeans whereby pressure exerted on the handle 
portion effects movement of the valve to open 
communication between the reservoir and the 
spout. 

3. A liquid dropper of the class described com 
prising two elongated halt-sections and means 
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hingedly securing the sections,4 said sections be 
ing shaped to provide a liquid reservoir including 
an elongated, small diameter tubular portion andr 
connected to the lower end thereof. a hollow 
spherical drop-forming portion, a handle extend 
ing above the tubular portion, anda normally 
closed discharge means extending below the 
spherical portion. l ‘f’ 

4. A liquid dropper of the class described com 
prising two lelongated half-sections, said sections 
cooperating to _form a reservoir for liquid includ 
ing an elongated tubular portion and connected 
to the lower end thereof, a hollow spherical drop- ‘ 
forming portion, a handle portion extending 
above the tubular portion, and a normally closed 
discharge means extending below the spherical 

ly from its vsemi-spherical portion and normally 
closing oiî communication between the semi 
spherical portionv and the spout ofthe other sec 

" tion,v and means pivoting said sections together 
$1 

' adapted to hold by ̀capillary attraction a column , 
of liquid to be dispensed, a handle portion at one 
end of the reservoir, normally closed discharge ` 

portion, the said discharge means including a i 
discharge spout on one section and a valve on 
the other section, normally cutting off communi 
cation between the spherical portion and the 
spout, and means whereby pressure exerted on 
the handle portion eiTects movement of the valve 
to open communication between the spherical 
portion and the spout. 

5. A liquid dropper of the class described com 
prising two elongated half-sections, each includ 
ing a handle portion, an elongated semi-cylin 
drical portion, a semi-spherical portion into 
which the lower end of the semi-cylindrical por 
tion opens, one section having a downwardly eX 
tending discharge spout into which its semi 
spherical portion opens, the other section having 
a tongue-like valve portion extending downward 

whereby said semi-cylindrical and semi-spherical, 
portions complement each other to form a liquid 
reservoir and whereby pressure applied‘to the 
handle portions operates to eiïect communica 
tion between the spherical portion and the spout. 

, 6. A liquid dropper of the class described com 
prising two elongated half-sections which to- , 
gether form a small diameter tubular reservoir 

means at the other end of the reservoir, means 
whereby pressure exerted on the-handle portion' 

' eii‘ects operationV of said discharge means to re 
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lease and discharge a single drop of lthe liquid 
contained in the reservoir, one of said sections 
carrying indicia representative of the drop‘ca 
pacity of the reservoir. i ` 

7. A liquid dropper of the class described com 
prising two elongated half sections which to. 
gether forma tube of small diameter adapted to 
hold by capillary' attraction a column of the 
liquid to be dispensed, said sections being pro 
vided at theirfone ends withl connecting and oper 
ating means and at their opposite ends with por- ` 
tions complementing each other to form a nor 
mally closed discharge nozzle communicating 
with said tube. 

' LOUIS W. SCHAAFF. 


